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Reitman Security Search is a leader in executive recruitment and consulting, supporting the
electronic security/critical building systems space globally. Our clients include the industry's
most sought-after employers; public and private electronic security technology manufacturers,
systems integrators, specifiers/consultants and distributors. Here are some examples of our
practice.

See Current Engagements and Placements below!
Be sure to follow our Linkedin company page for up-to-the-minute
updates on our latest searches, announcements and trends impacting
our industry

Best practices...
7 Ways The Internet Of Things Will Change Businesses In 2017
Marketers and technology enthusiasts have been talking about the coming of the
Internet of Things (IoT) for years. Even though original estimates held that we'd see
50 billion "connected" devices by 2020, revised estimates are still targeting nearly 30
billion, representing an industry worth hundreds of billions of dollars in the near future.
So here's the question-is your business ready for the IoT? Even if you don't deal
directly with technology, IoT devices are going to have a massive impact on how
you do business. Here's how:
1. Data, Data, Data

Marketers and entrepreneurs love data, and with IoT devices connecting consumers
in new ways with more interactions, they'll have greater access to data than ever
before. Smart devices will be able to track and record patterns of consumer behavior, and
possibly even learn from them, making intelligent product recommendations
and customizing searches in new, innovative ways.
Companies can start taking advantage of this by using these data-based insights to
get to know their target demographics on a more specific, qualitative level and
develop more effective advertising. Chances are, you'll have more data at every
stage of the consumer buying cycle, from research to purchase and implementation.
2. Inventory Tracking and Management
Next up, IoT will likely revolutionize how companies track and manage their
inventory. If you're a business that relies on warehousing, manufacturing, or
storage, you probably use remote scanners and similar high-tech devices to keep
track of inventory. In the near future, smart devices should be able to keep tabs
on inventory changes completely automatically, freeing up your workers for
more important, cognitively demanding tasks. It's not just about the "smart home" anymoreit's also about the "smart office" and "smart warehouse."
3. Remote Work
On the other hand, if your business doesn't directly deal with any physical
inventory, the IoT could open up a world of new possibilities for remote work.
With multiple devices all wired into the same network, your remote working
employees will be more connected than ever before, and may be able to accomplish
new types of tasks from remote locations by tapping into devices in your office or factory
floor. Remote workers tend to be happier and more productive, so these advances could
also improve your bottom line.
4. Speed and Accessibility
Since consumers will have access to new forms of research and purchasing, the
buying cycle will likely diminish in length. Consumers will, with a handful of spoken
phrases, be able to find and order exactly the product they're looking for, and obtain
delivery of the product sooner (since all our technological advances tend to emphasize
instant gratification). As, your partners, suppliers, and logistics providers will all
have complimentary advanced technology, you'll be able to serve your customers
faster.
5. Efficiency and Productivity
It's not all about speed-you'll also be able to get more done in less time. In addition to
instant gratification, technological evolution also tends to favor productivity and
efficiency. The latest and greatest IoT developments will likely allow you and your
workers to accomplish large-scale tasks faster and with greater precision, including
data analysis and management. You may find that you need fewer staff members, or you'll
be able to scale operations in new areas that allow you to expand your business
6. New Consumer Needs
Speaking of expanding your business, don't forget that consumers who gain
access to and familiarity with these new types of devices are going to have new

needs. They'll want things they didn't know they wanted before, and they'll expect more out
of every new purchase they make. "Smart" devices will become the new standard for
appliances, gadgets, and maybe even items like furniture. Consumers
will also demand more integration, more efficient tools, and accessories that make
their new smart home-enabled lives smoother and more efficient. It will be your
job to dream up ideas that make that a reality.
7. New Staffing Needs
I already mentioned that you may have to cut some staff members or reassign them to new
areas, but in addition to that, you may find yourself in need of some new team members.
You'll need experts in IoT technology if you're going to be successful in integrating these
devices into your current operations, and data analysts, if you want
to make the best use of the data. These are highly skilled positions, but will serve to ensure
you get the most out of your new investments.
Charting a Timeline
So how quickly is IoT technology going to take off? As I mentioned earlier, the initial
estimates (from a few years ago) were somewhat ambitious. They overestimated how
quickly consumers would be ready to adopt these devices, and assumed that there
would be more consistency tying these devices together. Instead, we've had a bit of a
clunky start, but with two major "home base" devices on the market and dozens more
to come, I suspect that 2017 will be the year that IoT devices begin to gain in
popularity, with at least a third of all homeowners owning at least one smart device.
Beyond that, it's too hard to predict a timeline accurately, but the changes are coming. The
question is, will you be ahead of or behind your competition when they come?
As always, we're interested in your thoughts on these and other hiring, selection and
retention insights.
*Source: Jayson DeMers, Forbes.com
Recent Placements and Current Engagements
Connected Building/IoT Software Business Consultant- Chicago, New York, LA, Dallas, Atlanta &
Toronto
Senior Enterprise Solutions/Sales- NYC Region
Field Sales Manager- Critical Building Systems/Enterprise Solutions- Ontario, CAN
Senior Project Management Leader- Integrated Solutions- Eastern US
Enterprise Business Development- Strategic Capture +$1M Integrated Solutions- NYC Region,
Texas Region, Chicago Region
Regional Sales Manager- Network Video- Pacific Northwest
Critical Building Systems- Multiple Searches: Enterprise Security, Complex Bldg. SolutionsToronto
Vertical Market Sales Manager- Education Solutions- Network Video- COMPLETED
Regional Sales Manager- Network Video Solutions- Texas Region
Regional Sales Manager- Intrusion Technology- Midwest/Chicago

Regional Sales Manager- Access Control- Integrator/VAR Channel- Metro NYC
Regional Sales Manager- Network Video Solutions- Mid-Atlantic (MD/DC/VA)
Enterprise Business Development- Strategic Capture +$1M Integrated Solutions-ChicagoCOMPLETED
Vertical Market Sales Manager- Gaming- Network Video
Regional Sales Manager- Access Control- New England
Customer Service Leader- Access Control
Regional Sales Manager- Network Video- Metro NYC/NJ- COMPLETED
VP Marketing- $1B+ Global Security Products
Regional Sales Manager- Locking/Access Control Technologies- Northeast and South Regions
Regional Sales Manager- Network Video- Pacific Northwest- COMPLETED
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